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A platform for innovation 

with compliance at its core

ClearDATA and 

Google Cloud 

The partnership, hosted on Google 

Cloud Platform,  combines Google 

Cloud’s innovation with ClearDATA’s

healthcare compliance expertise to 

speed advancements and scale 

healthcare IT infrastructure.



What we're developing in Boston is a critical capability 

that can help Humana leap forward and overcome 

friction points to create a simplified, connected and 

personalized health care experience for our members 

and those who provide their care”

Bruce Broussard, Humana CEO



A blueprint for simplification
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Modernizing silos won’t reduce complexity
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Context and personalization create simplicity
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Digital technology and analytics are building blocks for 

devising products, tools and services that deliver on the 

promise of whole-person health care”

Bruce Broussard, Humana CEO



In March 2018, CMS announced their FHIR based Blue Button 2.0 API that enables Medicare beneficiaries 

to connect their claims data to the applications, services and research programs they trust.

What it is

● API that contains four years of Medicare Part A, 

B, and D data for 53 million Medicare 

beneficiaries.

● Data includes information about a beneficiary’s 

health, including Medicare coverage type, drug 

prescriptions, primary care treatment and cost.

● Beneficiaries have full control over how their data 

can be used and by whom.

Key Benefits

● Reduces patient burden.

● Streamlines information about different kinds of 

care over time.

● Enables new insights and experiences to 

improve health outcomes.

● Accesses and monitors health information in one 

place.

What is Blue Button 2.0



Part of the MyHealth Advisor suite of products, Chronos visualizes Blue 

Button 2.0 data for the Medicare beneficiary in their terms. It includes a 

medical history timeline, medication list, and provider contact list.

Chronos takes procedure and service codes and translates them in to 

terminology anyone can understand. 

For example, “Major procedure, cardiovascular - thromboendarterectomy” 

simply becomes “blood clot removal”.

Chronos is currently in production and available by visiting 

myhealthadvisor.io.

Chronos



Thank you.
Learn more at the Google Cloud booth #2221


